BRIGHTON, ENGLAND ADVISING GUIDE (SEMESTER)

The USAC program in Brighton is a Partnership program where you will be enrolled at and receive a transcript directly from the host university. USAC will assist in transferring those international credits back to UNR. Courses are subject to availability and approval of prerequisites, which are determined by the host university. All students are required to enroll in the British History and Culture course.

You will have access to courses offered in the following departments and disciplines; an * indicates graduate-level coursework may be available in that discipline. It is recommended that you get any courses you wish to take abroad pre-approved by your academic advisor—to request course descriptions or syllabi to assist with this process, email syllabus@usac.edu.

### UNIVERSITY OF BRIGHTON AREAS OF STUDY

**Required for all Students:** British History and Culture

**Other courses may be selected from:**

- Brighton Business School
- School of Applied Social Sciences
- School of Media
- School of Education
- School of the Environment and Technology
- School of Humanities
- School of Pharmacy and Biomolecular Sciences (Fall semester assessments may have to be taken at your home university)

**Module Exceptions**

A small number of education modules may be condensed and completed in a shorter time frame. Modules in art and design, specialist education, engineering, and sport science may be arranged in either semester. Fall semester science courses require you to take final exams at your home university once you return home. Tourism and hospitality and sport science courses are held at the Eastbourne campus, which is a 30-mile journey on the train. Some engineering/science courses may need to follow the Brighton semester calendar which ends in February for the Fall term. Many of the business modules are yearlong and may not be available for Spring semester only students.

Modules are timetabled at the beginning of each semester; classes run in one semester are not normally then offered in the next (most modules are only offered once per year). However, a full and comprehensive range of modules across faculties are available. Some modules may require you to travel a short distance to one of the other campuses; however, public transportation is frequent and convenient.